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2019
MONITORING
SEASON
December 2019 marked the completion of the
24th year of Arctic Borderlands Ecological Coop community-based monitoring. Gwich’in,
Gwitchin and Inuvialuit monitors conducted a
total of 137 interviews across the Yukon and
Northwest Territories part of the Porcupine
Caribou Herd’s range. The people interviewed
are respected as expert witnesses to change
on the land because they spend a significant
amount of time harvesting, camping, travelling
and living in places where change is happening
fast. Many interviewees have contributed to
the co-op year after year. Others are new and
young and just beginning to make a
contribution to the database. They all answer
questions about how wildlife, weather and
vegetation is changing in their area.
With 24 years of documentation, there is a lot
to communicate from the co-op database. In
2019 we focused on improving the process for
applying for data access, upgraded the survey
methods by providing tablets for data entry
and continued transfer of the program
materials and management into the co-op
communities. This all came from direction
given at the 2019 ABEKS community
gathering, which was hosted by the Ehdiitat
Renewable Resource Council in Aklavik.
Over 30 participants heard reports from the
community monitors and presentations from
other monitoring programs, funders and
researchers using ABEKS data. Gatherings are
the co-op's most important and effective
means of sharing information. We look
forward to our next gathering in 2020. Please
check our website for information. Planning
will begin soon!
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In 2020, 24 years of program materials will be digitized and shared among Indigenous
organizations that represent the communities involved,including Old Crow in Yukon and Fort
McPherson,
from Aklavik, Inuvik, Fort McPherson,Tsiigehtchic, Aklavik, Inuvik and
Tuktoyaktuk in NWT. This is a positive step toward ensuring the intent and scope of the
program is remembered and the data is immediately available to local decision makers for
inclusion in Indigenous-led research and co-management.
The main purpose of documenting observations from local experts is for use by their
communities. Many communities welcome collaboration on their research priorities. All
applications are reviewed by Renewable Resource Councils or Hunter & Trapper Committees.
We encourage applications for data access from researchers, academics and others. Applicants
are required to provide letters of support from the councils in the communities they are
requesting data from.
We look forward to celebrating a quarter century of monitoring in 2020. This will be a year to
gather and look back on the program's successes and challenges and forward to its potential as
a powerful means for communities to track and better understand changes that have happened
on the land and in their communities along the way.
Special thanks to all of the community monitors who took on the added challenge of making
graphs for this report. Please join us in celebrating their achievements and dedication to their
community knowledge.

Mahsi’ Choo, Hai’, Koana, Quyanainni, Quyanaqpak
James Andre, President
Heather Ashthorn, Administrative Coordinator
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Map of Porcupine Caribou Herd Range. Obtained from Gwich'in Steering Committee http://ourarcticrefuge.org/about-thegwichin/caribou-people/

Arctic Borderlands is a cooperative project that documents ecological change as observed by
people living throughout the range of the Porcupine Caribou Herd and neighboring coastal
and marine ecosystems. In 2019, Gwich'in and Inuvialuit people in Aklavik, Inuvik, Fort
McPherson, Tsiigehtchic and Old Crow contributed to the database. The Co-op database also
contains information contributed by community members in Tuktoyaktuk, Arctic Village and
Kaktovik over the years. The Co-op makes information stored in its database available to all
participating communities and others upon request with the goal of contributing to sound
management of natural resources. In 2019 we greatly improved our data access application
process.
Application packages can be found on our website at www.arcticborderlands.org/services.

www.arcticborderlands.org
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AKLAVIK,
NWT
Gwich'in

Senior monitor:
Dorothy Ross

I am an active harvester in the community of Aklavik and
have done interviews for Arctic Borderlands for the past few
years. I have gained incredible knowledge on our people and
the changes that are happening. This season, a majority of the
interviewees have spent a lot of time on the land hunting,
trapping, fishing, berry picking, camping, hiking, harvesting
tree bark and gathering wood.
The Porcupine Caribou is the most important source of food for our people. Along with its
delicious nutrients, our ancestors have harvested and used the entire caribou for generations for
food and clothing. In recent years, the Porcupine Caribou Management Board (PCMB) have been
able to track the caribou herds, which help hunters to harvest their meat for the community,
families and friends. A lot of the hunting has taken place at Shingle Point, Barge Lake, West
Channel, and along the Dempster Highway. There have not been any signs of caribou above
Aklavik, unlike past years, due to the increase of the muskox population. Elders have shared this
knowledge. Even though the Porcupine caribou population may be healthy, it is still important to
take only what you need. Don’t over harvest and don’t waste any edible or usable parts.
Fishing is done all year-round. This fall, many fishermen caught salmon through their fishnets. This
has been happening off and on during the summer and fall months. Elders say that there never had
been any salmon in the McKenzie Delta until recent years.
During spring and fall, there are geese and ducks harvested. Not many people shoot birds but they
are still an important source of food in Aklavik.
This summer and fall, many grizzly bears and a few black bears were seen at our local garbage
dump. Some were getting into town and had to be shot for safety reasons. I believe 8 were shot
and the fur was skinned by a local hired by ENR. The stomachs and tracheas were filled with
plastic. With this as a huge concern, the Hamlet of Aklavik will be finding ways to encourage bear
safety and shielding the waste in a more professional manner.
In the summer, there were cameras installed in the Richardson Mountains. Some of the shots
captured include all sorts of animals including bears, wolves, Dall sheep, and a coyote!
I would like to thank those that participated in the interviews with Arctic Borderlands.
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AKLAVIK,
NWT
Gwich'in

Youth monitor:
Trisha Greenland

This year it was very interesting hearing
elders telling different stories. They talked
about about erosion on the land and many
other things.

Some people said there were
not many fish due to high
water. They said they had to
take their nets out.
Berries
People who picked berries said the
cranberry’s were good this year, but there
were not much other berries. They said the
berries came early because there was so
much rain.
Caribou
As for the caribou, many people said the
price of gas was to expensive so they
couldn't hunt. Others who did hunt said
they had to go far back to get caribou.
Other mammals
Wolves were spotted earlier than last year
and there were a lot more wolves this year.
Interviewees saw more muskox in the
mountains this year. They say the muskox
are taking over the caribou migration
routes.
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People also say the beavers are
overpopulating the area. The beaver
population is very high in the delta area.
They said the muskrat population was down
from last year. More otters were spotted by
local hunters throughout the spring hunts.
Belugas
In the summer time my father Edwin
Greenland spotted 50 whales around
schooner channel. He let people know and
they went out to hunt the beluga whales
There were 8 all together that was hunted
and shot. After they brought the whales in
they cut it up and gave some out to people.
Birds
The 5 people who harvested birds in the
past year said that the geese arrived early;
same as the songbirds. When asked about
the other birds on the survey they weren’t
too sure about what they were. There were
no unusual, rare or different kind of birds
seen by harvesters around Aklavik this year.

" YE S

T HE

B E RRI E S

ARE

L I KE

AP P L E S

T HI S

YE AR"

- Dean Arey Aklavik

Weather
Interviewees said that the weather was dry, cold and little to no snow from October to
January. Spring time came early, and it was mostly rainy during the summer. Some
interviewees said that it was windy throughout the whole year. Overall, the weather was
warmer than normal.
Concluding remarks
Listening to all the local knowledge was interesting for me as youth monitor. A lot of local
harvesters had similar stories to share about the land, mammals, berries, fish and caribou.
Thank you for the opportunity to do surveys this year again, it was a pleasure to work with
everyone.
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AKLAVIK,
NWT
Inuvialuit
Senior monitor:
Millie Greenland
Good Day all, I’d like to start off with saying
that the surveys this year in Aklavik were a
lot better for all 4 categories than the
previous year.
Cassandra and I received 20 Inuvialuit
members from the Aklavik HTC to
interview. Thank you to the HTC for
choosing them; that was a huge help. This
year we asked the HTC to provide 10
caribou harvesters, 5 berry pickers, and 5
geese harvesters. We chose 10 caribou
harvesters because the HTC has a
particular interest in documenting
information about caribou. Here is what
we learned.

Caribou
The 10 caribou harvesters this year gave
very satisfying answers about the Porcupine
Caribou Herd.

Each and every harvester said
that the overall health of the
herd was extremely good. The
caribou were fat and didn’t
have any diseases or wounds.
The abundance was high!

Out of 20 surveys, we made a pie chart to see
the overall conditions of the Porcupine
Caribou Herd, and it was exciting to see that
the chart's highest category was “extremely
good” and “good”, more than “fair” and
“poor”. Our charts can be found at the end of
this report.
To wrap up the caribou information,
everyone in Aklavik was happy for the
caribou to be around.
Berries
The 5 berry pickers only chose to harvest
aqpiks (which is the yellow berries) and
cranberries. They weren’t too interested in
the black or blueberries. The information we
collected about these berries were on a scale
of 1 to 4, most berry pickers chose 4, which is
labelled as extremely good.

Dean Manny Arey said in his report that the
population is 220,000 strong.
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AKLAVIK,
NWT
Inuvialuit

Youth monitor:
Cassandra Paul

As my first year of being in any sort of interviewing within the community, I’ve noticed that a lot of
people have so much knowledge on hunting and many good points of view with the Porcupine
Caribou. I have learned a lot more on about the Arctic Borderlands surveys and I find it really
important that we continue to collect information, especially on the caribou. The harvesters say
the berries are in great condition this year and the geese hunters say that there was more geese
than usual.
Caribou
The body condition for the caribou is excellent and everyone was satisfied and successful with
their hunt, as we noticed that they came back to their normal migratory routes. Most of the
observation I collected was that the Porcupine Caribou is increasing - mostly the adult females,
calves and young male. I feel like that is a good sign that the caribou are average and healthy. One
caribou hunter says "I’m very happy that the caribou came back as we haven't harvested any in a
while". We also heard that the caribou are in excellent condition and are fat throughout the year
and with none of the physical abnormalities.
Berries
As for the berry pickers they see that the overall condition is great and much bigger than recent
years. Most people say that their picking spots are increasing in size and filled with a lot more
berries.
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Birds
The geese hunters observed that the geese came in early and big bunches at a time, then
they would stop for a bit and continue again. All the hunters were pleased with the
successful harvest and great amount of geese. Along with the community harvest,
Inuvialuit households were pleased to have fresh geese in their freezer last spring.
Weather
We found out that most of the harvesters had been on the land a lot more than recent
years, mostly hunting rather than trapping due to the early spring. We also collected that
there was more wind throughout the year.
Other comments
We find that this is a good interview for all of the harvesters as they all said yes to be
interviewed again in the future and it would be more consistent. My suggestion is that we
focus more on the caribou hunters because we find that they also pick berries and geese
hunt.
Concluding remarks
Working with ABEKS was definitely a good experience. I will most likely try for this
opportunity in the future. Thank you to the Aklavik HTC and Arctic Borderlands for giving
me this opportunity.
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FORT
MCPHERSON,
NWT
Gwich'in

Senior monitor:
May Andre

Time on the land
Harvesters that were interviewed were
very observant. They spent most of
their time on the land and did most of
the activities that the survey tracks.
Weather
There was an early spring and late fall.
All around, it was a mild winter.
Depending where you were there was
more snow. People interviewed .
reported lots of overflows causing
frost on the willows and trees, and
more sudden strong winds that would
change direction suddenly.
It was a cool summer with a lot of rain
alternating with extreme heat causing
ground to be dangerously dry. There
were less thunderstorms and lots of
North wind in the fall of 2018.
It was cold in October and warm in
November 2018 and very cold in
December and January.
It was
unusually cold in March and then,
toward the end of the month it started
warming up. Last November some
creeks were still open.
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A trapper had to take his traps out last fall
because there was too much snow.

Fish
It was a good year for fish, lots of white fish,
conies and crooked backs. Lots of salmon which
is unusual in the delta.
Berries
It was a good year for cranberries but poor year
for blueberries and knuckles. Snow on mountains
in July killed the berries.

Fort McPherson
Senior monitor:
May Andre continued

Insects
Less mosquitos and insects like: less blue
flies, grass hoppers, caterpillars and frogs.
More bigger & weird looking spiders.
More sunflies.

Birds
Most birds & ducks arrived late and left
early. Interviewees saw less birds and
waterfowl. Mostly less ducks reported.
Depending on location interviewees saw
MORE geese and swans, and less ptarmigan,
cranes, loons, and shorebirds. Most reported
less falcons, eagles, hawks, owls, and
woodpeckers. Less birds like swallows,
snowbirds and songbirds. An elder said she’s
sad because she hardly heard any birds
singing.

Mammals
People said there are more beavers, wolves,
caribou, martin, lynx, rabbits, wolverines,
moose, otters, sheep and bears in spring.
They say there are less muskrats, squirrels,
weasels, red fox, bear cubs and mink.

Unusual bird sightings
One interviewee saw a beige bird with black
wings, as big as a whiskey jack. One saw a
woodpecker that was blue and black with a
red head.
A robin look-alike was seen in winter. It was
grey and red and was seen with some small
yellow birds.
People say the black birds were more noisy
than usual.
One person saw a red and white bird that
looked like a robin but had a long beak.
One person commented that there were
more bugs on the ducks and parasites in
intestines of some ducks.

Climate change affecting land, water, air,
animals, and human beings. There is
excessive erosion of the land all over, lots of
land slides and stumps. Water levels in lakes,
creeks and rivers have dropped 2-3 ft. Lots of
large ponds are completely dry.

A hybrid bear was seen near the gorge with a
white cub. The mother bear's upper body
was white and it’s head and shoulders were
shaped like a grizzly. Its lower body was
brownish and had a long back shaped like a
polar bear.

There is excessive growth of willows. They
grow at a fast rate, soaking up our water.

Caribou
Lots of caribou but taking a different route
and less coming into our region. Hardly
anyone met their needs, caribou came early
in July. Whatever caribou was harvested was
all good and muscular/fit.
Caribou predators
People reported that there were less eagles
and more other birds of prey this
spring/summer. Also more wolves and lynx.
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Fort McPherson
Senior monitor:
May Andre continued

Fish
People noted there are more salmon than
usual. The fish run started too early; June 10.
Normally the run starts June 26.
Other mammals
Some beavers seem to be moving further
north. October 10th - no snow yet but rabbits
already white in the delta, making them
vulnerable to predators.
Some harvesters say there are more sheep
showing up in different areas along the ridges.
A tourist spotted a cougar outside of Inuvik.
Other observations
There was low water nearly all summer,
exposing lots of sand bars and rock bars. The
water finally came up in August.
No big floods for few years.
During spring break up water level was low
then all of a sudden ice started moving. Ice was
thin. Breakup didn’t last long.

Years ago freeze up was midOctober. Last year freeze up was
end of November.
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FORT
MCPHERSON,
NWT
Gwich'in

Youth monitor:
Josephine Kay

Time on the land
The harvesters we interviewed spent a lot of
time on the land this year. It was interesting
to listen to all of their stories about hunting,
picking berries and especially how the
weather changes over the years due to
climate change.
Porcupine Caribou
The harvesters say there was caribou but not
enough to meet their needs for the year. The
herd was taking a different route.
Berries
The harvesters say it was a very good year
for blueberries and knuckles due to lack of
rain, but there were a lot of cranberries.
Fish
The harvesters say it was a good year for fish.
Lots of white fish, coney, and crooked backs.
They noticed there was a lot of salmon this
year which was unusual.
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Birds
The harvesters say the birds were
arriving later and leaving early and there
was a lot of strange birds and insects.
Weather
Harvesters said that the weather really
changed over the years, due to climate
change. We had an early spring. All
seasons were mild, lots of winds, hardly
any thunderstorms, and lots of snow this
winter. They noticed and reported more
sink holes and erosion.
Closing remarks
In closing I would like to say mussi cho for
giving me the opportunity to work with
the ABEKS team this year as a youth
monitor.

INUVIK, NWT
Inuvialuit

Senior monitor:
Shirley Kisoun

Youth monitor:
Melissa Rogers

We would like to thank Shirley and Melissa for completing the interviews for Inuvik
Inuvialuit participants this year. They were not able to submit a written report, however,
here are a few comments made by the interviewees that they uploaded to the database.
Weather
Many interviewees commented that the weather was warmer than usual in 2019.
"[2019 was a] very wet summer and early spring. Everything grew earlier this year."
"More lakes are drying out and creeks are wide open in the winter months. There is thin
ice all over"
"[There is ]inconsistency in the weather in the fall time now."
Berries
As in most ABEKS communities, Inuvik Inuvialuit interviewees noticed that the berries
were really good in some places and very low abundance in others.
"There was no berries at Dennis Lagoon this year, quite odd compared to
previous years."
"High hills: hardly any berries, valleys: lots of berries"
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Inuvik Inuvialuit cont.
Birds
There were many observations about birds shared with the Inuvik Inuvialuit monitors.
Interviewees observed that waterfowl are arriving early and leaving late. They reported less
ducks than usual but more geese, loons, swans and eagles.
"Geese came too early and fast."
"The geese were fatter this year, and way more in the delta rather than the coast."
"Summer birds no more, Too much fire down south, probably effect their eggs."
"Patterns change. Ducks take off and don't come back hard to hunt."
Mammals
Interviewees report on relative abundance of many species. Among Inuvik Inuvialuit
interviewees, most people said there are more beavers, rabbits, moose and otters and less
muskrats, marten and mink. The answers were not as clear for other species, mostly because
only a few interviewees answered those questions.
"Lots of female belugas with calves, making it harder to hunt the bull belgua whales. Also
whales are being tagged and scared off into deeper waters. "
"Hardly any mink, marten, foxes and lynx last year. Had a hard trapping season."
Fish
Inuvik Inuvialuit had a successful fishing season in 2019. Most interviewees went out fishing
and most were able to meet their needs.
" [There were] sots of salmon in the nets and at the coast. The water is too warm; different
fish coming."
Other
Many interviewees talked about erosion along the riverbanks.
" [There is] lots of erosion on our land at East whitefish station and Kendall Island."
" [There are] lots of landslides. It is getting harder to travel; too shallow and low water.
Lots of creeks drying out.
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LAND SLIDES ARE
FALLING INTO THE
COAST, MAKING IT
HARDER TO HUNT
WHALES
Inuvialuit
interviewee,
Inuvik
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INUVIK, NWT
Gwich'in

Senior monitor:
Johnny Edwards

Diane “Edith” Kaye
Hardly any berries to pick on the
Dempster Highway, although lots on the
Inuvik to Tuk Highway.
I saw a different color bird. It was an
orange one, looked like the White Winged
Cross Bill in your bird book.
Hardly any caribou, went to look on the
Dempster Highway, but the herd really far
off the road, so we could not get any.
Never took an A.T.V.
Noticed hardly any Bumble Bees and few
Moths.
Charlotte Kay
This fall weather was colder and rainer
and less sun this past summer. Few days of
being hot. This summer conditions on the
ground were dry. There was a crunchy
sound when walking around.
Not many berries in the area of Fort
McPherson and Inuvik (cranberries and
iukpiks). We went on the Inuvik to Tuk
Highway to try meet my needs for the
year. I didn't meet my needs because I was
busy with other things.
I noticed 2 different birds this year, 1
yellow colored and 1 red colored, (Pine
Grosbeak).
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COOL WET SUMMER
AND LOTS OF
BERRIES BUT SMALL
Inuvik

Diane Baxter
Weather this summer was cooler. Berries on
the Dempster Highway was low and poor
shape, so I went to the coast (I.S.R.) and on
the Inuvik to Tuk Highway to complete my
pickings of berries.
I noticed 3 different bird types I never seen
before, 1 Red Yellow and Blue Birds.
I don’t hunt waterfowl or caribou;
another family member does that part
of the harvesting.
Don’t fish also, so I buy/purchase it off
of a local full-time fish harvester, or I
barter for it.
Only got 5 rabbits.
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Roseanne Francis
I noticed it was hot one day then cold off
and on, unpredictable.
Berries were not good on Dempster
Highway so went to the area of the Inuvik to
Tuk Highway to get what I needed.
Noticed hardly any ducks when I was out
fishing from previous years.
Unpredictable weather not set pattern.
Esther Kay
I didn't see much cranberries, but what I
picked was good for me.
Last
year for the fall freeze up, I did not make
it out to the camp. I had to barter for
Moose and Caribou Meat since I did not
get my winter supply.

Inuvik
Senior monitor:
Johny Edwards continued

Gail-Anne Raddi
Summer was really cool for me, that I have
noticed. July, August and September were
rainy or wet.
Ukpiks rotted really early.
Seen a lot more Crows and Ravens on the
land.
More salmon, actually too much, less
whitefish at east whitefish camp!
Gordon Kasook Jr
Different water levels when hunting geese
and ducks this past spring, If the water was
low I had to go on the land and make blinds
there, and when the water level rises had to
go back to the river ice and build blinds again,
so we had to watch the water levels also and
the waterfowl.
I only take broad whitefish and coney; I try to
release the crooked back whitefish back. If
not, I take the dead Crooked Back and
Jackfish and provide them for dog feed when
I return to town.

Leonard Debastien
Melted really fast in the months of April, May
and June.
I did not do any fishing this year, usually go
fishing in the Yukon.
Still erosion happening on the land, just that
there is a lot of more visible sightings and
people are getting excited when they do see it,
No big deal for me.
Less geese for me this year, because I had
changed my hunting location and try
something different so I would have to go
back next year and see if there is any
significant change.
Hearsay on wolves and muskox that are
being seen more frequently by other hunters.
Cheryl Greenland
It rained in December 2018. Spring and Fall
were early for the seasons by about a month I
have noticed.
Cranberries were really small where I had
picked.
Observed only 1 woodpecker this year out at
my camp area. I stay out on the land year-round,
So I keep a lot of notes.
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Inuvik
Senior monitor:
Johny Edwards continued

Freddie Jerome
Permafrost melting, landslides, body
temperature changing with the weather,
not like long ago -30 below was warm,
nowadays when it hits around -30 people
complaining or saying "holy smokes that’s
really cold huh?".

Unusual bear tracks in December around
Campbell Creek Area of the Dempster
Highway.

Still picking berries in late September, next
thing we will be still picking in October!

Noticed when I was on the Mackenzie Valley
Fibre Optic Line Route, that I had seen a lot
more muskox also a lot around the
Tsiigehtchic Area.

I fish, and what I have also I bring to the
Inuvik Long Term Care Unit. I had surgery
last year, so I never did any activity last
winter and spring, only started to go out
this past summer and fall. When I did go out
it was good.

John Jerome
I notice less animals and fish where there is cut
banks on the river systems.
I provide what I can when I do get geese or
ducks with the Inuvik Long Term Care Unit.

Pretty soon we will be having break up in
April, warming so sooner and getting cold
later.
Justin Frost
Cold only 1 week in December 2018.

Geese and Swans fly higher that before.
Hardly any bugs, even up the Dempster
Highway, too cold for the bugs and black
flies. No caterpillars from the previous
season (2018).
Noticed when out looking for Caribou on
the Dempster, that we see 2 different
grizzlies had 1 full caribou each, was not a
left-over kill, so must have had to ambush
them in the nighttime when it was dark.
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Good to hear the songbirds in the
early mornings this spring. Hardly
heard any mating calls after that in
the summertime? Too much fire
down south, I wonder if that is
affecting their egg development.
More erosion on the land, than seen in the
past.
Hardly any muskrats this spring. Lakes drying
up. I caught one black colored salmon that I
could not eat.
I observed a teal colored duck knocked down
a Swan right over.
Tried to get caribou on the Dempster, too
far back and out to get any.

Inuvik
Senior monitor:
Johny Edwards continued
Dwayne Semple
Berries season is extending later in the fall
season time. No frost or not happening now
till October time.
Seen a bearded seal at the mouth of
Husky Channel, Aklavik Side.
Ellen Firth
Noticed bumble bees are bigger and seen a
lot more wasps and yellow-jackets.

Beavers are blocking off lakes and streams,
maybe even rivers. Increase the bounty on
them and also increase the date and times of
the bounty season. Not only the beavers in
the rivers but let the hunters go into the
lakes too.
All trapping prices are really low, and the fur
market is not getting trappers their cheques
on time. Keeping the fur on a rollover year
to see if they get a better price next year.
It's warm nowadays in the winter, don’t
have to bundle up with clothing like long
ago.

Coney now running first, then
crooked back and finally whitefish.
Used to be crooked-back, whitefish
then coney last. It's changing
around.
Velma Cardinal-Firth
Dempster Highway was poor. Had to go on
the Inuvik to Tuk Highway for berries.
Noticed whiskey jack still singing (but hardly
any I seen).
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Velma cont.
Noticed belugas in East Branch River, and
Schooner Channel.
Berries on Dempster dried up, got to I.T.H.
to get my share of berries.
Leslie Cardinal
Noticed one time on the lake (Airport lake) It
was really calm then all of a sudden strong
wind, some paddlers had their boats and
kayaks flipped over and blew their gear
around.
I am still picking berries in October now.
Seen big black birds, (Ugly ones) and I
noticed More Swans.
Wind really help keep the bugs away.

Notice many Landslides, Lakes are drying out
is what I noticed.
Martin Kunnizzee
Had seen a dust devil, but it was on the river.
Went like at 100 ft. high. Looked it up and it
was a water-spout, meaning is an intense
columnar vortex (usually appearing as a
funnel-shaped cloud that occurs over a body
of water.
Did not know what exact numbers for each
kind of fish, they were mixed for Chinook,
Chum and Pink. (75 total).
Noticed a hummingbird. Eagles and seagulls
staying longer.
Should
put
bounty
on
beavers
again. Gwich'in should get a subsidy on fur
tariffs. Try get a deal for wolves bounty too
and extend fish quota amount.,
Think there is low number of muskrats.
Think the otters hunt in packs like wolves
and go into all their dennings and kill them
all.

BEAR TRACKS IN
DECEMBER AROUND
CAMPBELL CREEK
AREA.

Gwich'in Interviewee
Inuvik

Stephen Charlie
Observed it was warmer than usual all
year. (October 2018 – October 2019)
Ice went really fast at break – up.

More red foxes around town.

Lots of geese but flew by and through the
area very quickly. Seen a robin. 5 Bats
sighting in the G.S A & I.S.R. 3

Grizzlies on the River, more of them
breaking into people’s camps.

Moose harvested, 2 for my family and 1
more with other harvesters. Harvested 2
Caribou around Elephant Rock.
Denise McDonald
I do a lot of walking and hiking and observed
that is was really rainy in August.
Picked cranberry right till October. They
grew larger toward the end of September,
rather than the first few weeks of
September.

I do not hunt caribou but will barter exchange gas for caribou meat.

Ryan McLeod
Noticed that there was more snow early
in the season of fall winter, then less
after.
Saw black birds, looked like whiskey
jack, but pure black. Waterfowl showed
up late, hardly any after that slow down,
noticed that they were in poor shape;
skinny.
Caribou are avoiding areas where people
hunted in the past, (Possible pattern they
detect).

Caught 2 unknown type of salmon. I noticed
the geese and swans stayed later in the
season.

Noticed mosquitoes died off early.

Noticed fewer mosquitoes.

Excessive land erosion, caving in all over the
Mackenzie Delta. Low water level, so no
current to take sediment away.

More erosion along the riverbanks.
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OLD CROW,
YT

Gwich'in

Senior monitor:
Brenda Frost

Time on the Land
Individuals and families spent anywhere
from 4 days to 90 days on the land over the
year. Some people made day trips for
wood, berry picking and hunting and some
stayed at their camps for long periods
doing the same activities and just wanting
to be out on the land to practice and
continue the traditional life style with their
children and grandchildren.

Berries
Blueberries and salmon berries were
picked in July and August and cranberries
in August and September. No one reported
picking any other types of berries. Most
reported berries being in very good
condition this year and bigger in some
areas, especially blueberries. Most met
heir need for berries this year. It was
overall a good year for berries.

Weather
Most people interviewed noticed More
West wind again this past year, with the
wind changing direction faster than
normal, from west wind to north wind in a
matter of an hour and sometimes back
again. Some say we had a warmer summer
(June) with no rain causing Forest Fires to
the west and south of Old Crow. Not much
snow, except for a heavy snow fall in
March. Altogether, less snow and warmer
weather with a fast spring melt. During the
summer (July/August) we had lots of
heavy, sporadic rain.

Fish
Those we interviewed who fished this past
year said that it was not a bad season of
fishing. A lot of whitefish was caught,
depending on how long a person fished for.
One person got as little as 6 and another
got as much as 200. Not many people
reported getting much coho, however a lot
of people got lots of chum, as much as 439.
There were a few chinook/king caught,
however, not much.
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Some individuals fished for eating and for
dogs as well as sharing with family and
friends.

Fish cont.

One person reported catching two
chinook/king salmon in their net
the first week of September which
is very unusual as they migrate up
stream to the spawning area in mid
to late July.
One interviewee said that loche is bigger
than before. Some are 5ft long.
Birds
People are noticing that there are a lot less
birds than in earlier years. There’s less
geese, ducks, gulls, swans and songbirds.
Some people notice that some birds
(songbirds and some waterfowl) came early
and left late, some notice no change as in
previous years. Interviewees reported more
eagles and woodpeckers in and around Old
Crow.

One elder interviewed had seen 5 black
birds at his camp up the Porcupine river. He
described them as smaller than a Raven and
a little bit bigger than a Robin and black in
colour. Another person saw a great horned
owl in town in September. All in all, people
are saying they are seeing less birds.
Caribou
Most everyone said that there is less
caribou in the area, less migrating through
and less crossing the Porcupine River.

Old Crow
Senior monitor:
Brenda Frost continued

The caribou did not come through Old Crow
in the Fall of 2018 and very few in the spring
of 2019 and again, very few Up the
Porcupine in early fall (Aug/Sept). Those
that harvested caribou said it was in fair to
good condition. Most harvested didn’t have
any sort of cysts, white spots on the meat or
bad liver, except for one or two with white
spots. Not many people had harvested much
caribou this past year due to the herd being
spread out and not traveling through the
area together as they used to.
Caribou predators
Most people we interviewed observed more
eagles, lynx and wolves in the area and less
black bears and grizzlies. Some trappers say
there is less wolverine as well. A few
predator kill sites were found.
There are far less mosquitos and black flies
than in previous years. One person
mentioned not having to use bug spray
when at camp. Most interviewees said that
there is less insects all together such as,
caterpillars, wasps and bumble bees.
However people said there are more sand
flies and water beetles. Some noticed
different kinds of bugs/insects that may not
be common to this area.
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"THERE IS NOTICEABLY A LOT
OF LAND SLIDES
AND EROSION OF RIVER BANKS
ALONG THE PORCUPINE, CROW
AND BELL RIVERS."
Gwitchin Interviewee
Old Crow
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OLD CROW,
YT
Gwich'in

Youth monitor:
Milissa Lord

My Name is Milissa Lord. I am Vuntut
Gwich’in First Nation of Old Crow Yukon. I
had the opportunity to get involved with
Arctic Borderlands Ecological Knowledge
Society (ABEKS), and it was exciting and
interesting. Everyone had great ideas and
stories from their time on the land. I
couldn’t have been more honored to have
gotten the chance to be part of this
program. With that being said, here are
some reports for this year.
Weather
Most of the interviewees said this past
year the weather was interesting. Spring
was about the right time, winter was a little
late, the snow did not come till late
October. People even had hard time
driving snow machines up around Crow
mountain till December. Barley any snow
there. People noticed warmer weather this
beginning of winter in 2019. But now that
we’re in a new year we’re getting colder
winds and days.
Fish
Fish was a good year for most of the people
that fished. It all depended where you had
your fish net, some people got 15. Others
got more than 45, but out of everything all
said it was a good year for fish.
Birds
Most people said birds arrived early and
left late, there were about the same
amount of birds as before.

Most people said nothing has really
changed this year, besides a couple people
who said there are not a lot of birds in crow
flats these days due to the gulls over
populating there. Most reports of falcons,
hawks and eagles were the same, as for the
owls and woodpeckers there has been less
noticed.
Caribou
There has been lots of caribou migrating
but kind of a ways out of Old Crow. Their
route has moved further and further away
through the years. About half the people in
Old Crow never met their needs for
caribou this year. Not very much bull
caribou seen this past year; mostly young
bull, cow and calves. The caribou were
muscular and fit; nothing unusual.
Caribou predators
People have seen about the same amount
of eagles as before if not a little bit more.
Eagles have been spotted sitting around
town. As for wolves, lynx and bears, people
have seen more than usual this year.
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OLD CROW, YT

Youth monitor:
Milissa Lord continued

I think that everything is constantly changing due to Climate
Change and we all need to learn how to adapt and make things
better for our future generations.
Doing this program was really an eye opener, and I encourage the
future Youth to get into this program. If not us, then who will
continue trying to make this a better place for the future.
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TSIIGEHTCHIC,
NWT
Gwich'in

Senior monitor:
Phoebe Arey

I would like to say Haii Cho for
giving me the opportunity to be
senior monitor for Tsiigehtchic. It
was a learning experience.

Caribou
Caribou was low this year; hardly anyone
went hunting for those that do harvest. The
conditions were good; the reason for less
harvest is that the caribou were in a
different location.
Other mammals
Moose were reported to be the same
abundance as usual and the interviewees
report a lot more grizzly bears and wolves.
Fish
Fishing was great in Tsiigehtchic. People
were catching more salmon this year. There
was good abundance of white fish, coney
and crooked back.
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Berries
There were less berries in most areas but
lots in a few places, along creeks and beside
lakes. Dry land and low water levels affected
the berry abundance. There were hardly any
cloudberries. People had to travel out of the
area to pick them along the highway.
Weather
Interviewees reported hotter weather than
usual as well as dry lands, low water levels
and land erosion. It stays warmer longer.
Hardly any cold weather which affects the
animals. There were more icy conditions and
melt and thaw cycles.

TSIIGEHTCHIC, NWT
Senior Monitor:
Phoebe Arey continued

Birds
Birds were arriving and leaving on time.
Interviewees saw less shorebirds but the
same amount of water fowl as usual. They
reported seeing hardly any songbirds. They
saw more eagles and owls. They say that
climate change is changing the migration.

Concluding remarks
I would like to end this report by thanking all
the harvesters in Tsiigehtchic. It was a great
exprience, doing the interviews and hearing
their stories.

"Everything is changing. It's hard to keep up".
Gwich'in Interviewee
Tsiigehtchic
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TSIIGEHTCHIC,
NWT

Gwich'in

Youth monitor:
Angela Koe

Visiting the harvesters and people that
observe the land was an interesting
opportunity. There is a lot of young and old
harvesters and the stories that they shared
and the observations they have is similar
and they also see the same changes in the
GSA (Gwich’in Settlement Area).
Time on the land
Majority of the community spends time on
the land on weekends and harvest plants,
animals and wood. It was nice to get an
equal amount from those that harvest on
weekends from those who harvest for 2
months or more, harvesting wood,
traditional
medicine,
berry-picking,
camping and hiking.

Weather
Many of the interviewees experienced
unusual weather in the summer and fall.
Spring is coming earlier and a later freezeup in the winter. The elders notice that
there’s not a lot of snow like in the past and
a milder weather patterns through the DecFeb. They ask the young hunters about the
spring hunts and agree it is hard to get to
the usual spots they travel to for spring
hunts.
This fall it was too warm to finish ice-fishing
and harvest through the fish run. The
people who harvest fish in the summer
mentioned that water is high through.
Harvesters agree that there’s a decrease in
the thunder-storms, just hotter and
continuous rain in Aug/Sept. The trappers
notice the decrease in muskrat and also see
changes of drought in the lakes of the
Mackenzie Delta.
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TSIIGEHTCHIC, NWT

Youth monitor:
Angela Koe continued

A lot of people mention the erosion on the
land. They’ve noticed more landslides this
year and more sandbars. They also see
different drainage areas and small
waterfalls on the lower end of the
Mackenzie River from the lakes. There’s
places that a muskeg is being created from
the permafrost melting.
Birds
Harvesters said that the spring hunt was
successful. They found it hard to travel up
the Mackenzie to prepare for their hunt
because of the warmer weather. Most of
the harvester would agree the population of
the geese and swans were the usual as prior
years. Same with ducks.
Harvesters notice the increase of bald and
golden eagles through the summer. No
change in the arrival but they left late. Not
much change in the song-birds, there’s
some bird watchers that would agree they
arrive and leave the same.
Caribou
Harvesters were happy to say they were
able to go hunting this fall. The caribou herd
was in good shape, healthy and the
population of the caribou was great for
everyone to share and harvest for families.

Harvesters mentioned last winter the
caribou was too far to access so not much
harvested caribou. They did mention the
population of moose was increasing.
Closing remarks
As a youth monitor for ABEKS, I enjoyed my
experience interviewing harvesters within
Tsiigehtchic. It was good to listen to the
elder stories about their travels in the past
and the young harvesters experience.
We asked questions about the changes on
the land, weather, animals, birds and
landscape changes that they recognize as
they’re out hunting, trapping and fishing. It
is good to collect this information to see the
data and show the people in the GSA the
changes over the years. They enjoy sharing
their knowledge and information and
mentioned that this helps and encourages
harvesters to document their travels on the
land and the changes they see for the
young people to have resources to read and
learn about the cycles of nature.
It was a pleasure to have the opportunity to
collect data and share stories. It is a great
way to encourage youth to listen to the
changes from our elders.
Mahsi Cho!!
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IT USE TO BE SO MANY
[SONGBIRDS], YOU CAN
HEAR THEM ALL HOURS OF
THE NIGHT. NO MORE,
NOT EVEN A ROBIN. VERY
QUIET.

Gwich'in interviewee
Tsiigehtchic
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Photo by Bryan Hanson on Unsplash

TO THE 2019 INTERVIEWEES
Thank you - Koana -Quyanainni - Quyanaqpak - Hąį’ - Máhsı - Máhsı - Mahsı ̀

Aklavik Gwich’in
Shandel McLeod
Charles Furlong
Anna Lee McLeod
Ian McLeod
Tyler Sittichinli
Eugene Pascal
Benny Stewart
Wally Tyrell
Davie Edwards
Kathy Greenland
James Blake
Jimmy Stewart Sr.
Robert Buckle

Aklavik Inuvialuit
Devon Arey
William Greenland
Jordan McLeod
Carol Oyagak
Nellie Arey
Pamela Meyook
Trent Arey
Brandon McLeod
Dean Arey
Shayla Arey
Keegan Arey
Cody Kogiak
Billy Storr
Shauna Charlie
Dean McLeod

Fort McPherson
Eileen Koe
Joseph Kay
Abe Stewart Jr
Billy Wilson
Emma Kay
Archie Jerome
Annie & Johnny Kay
Robert J Francis
Clifton Francis
George Vittrekwa
Wilbert Firth
Abe Wilson
Andrew Koe
Lawrence Blake
Willie Blake
David Thompson
Alice Vittrekwa
Carl Koe
Kieth Colin
Kenny Koe
Inuvik Gwich’in
Diane "Edith" Kay
Charlotte Kay
Diane Baxter
Roseanne Francis
Esther Kay
Gail Raddi
Gordon Kasook Jr
Leonard DeBastien
Cheryl Greenland
Freddie Jerome
Justin Frost
John Jerome
Dwayne Semple
Ellen Firth

Velma Cardinal-Firth
Leslie Cardinal
Martin Kunnizzi
Stephen Charlie
Denise McDonald
Ryan McLeod
Inuvik Inuvialuit
Daniel Rogers
Roger Selamio
Esther Ipana
Tyneh Kisoun
Gerard Rogers
Miles Willon Sr.
Judy Francey
Dang Dang Gruben
Old Crow
Earl Benjamin
Mary Jane Moses
Freddy Frost
Jason Van Fleet
John Joseph Kaye
Neta Arnold
Lawrence Lord
Moses Lord
Sophia Flather
Norman Linklater
Liannah Tizya
Randy Travis Frost
David Lord
Stan Njootli Jr.
Garney Tizya
Jimmy Linklater
Donovan Frost
Peter Frost
Ida Tizya
Paul Josie

Tsiigehtchic
Louie Cardinal
Greta Villebrum
James Andre
Julie Ann Andre
Richard Andre
Peter Ross
Peter & Maureen
Clark
George Niditchie Sr

And
To all of the
interviewees who
chose not to be
named, we are
grateful for your
participation.
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AKLAVIK GWICH'IN
Total Interviews Completed Since Project Start: 702
Total Interviews Completed in 2019: 20
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Fish:

Caribou:

Aklavik Gwich'in interviewees all
went fishing this year and most were
able to meet their needs. The highest
catches were for whitefish, coney and
burbot in 2019.

While many interviewees went
hunting for caribou this year, most
were not able to meet their needs.
"[The caribou are] changing
migration. Hopefully move this way.
They are staying at shingle
point"
-Aklavik Gwich'in interviewee, 2019

AKLAVIK INUVIALUIT
Total Interviews Completed Since Project Start: 892
Total Interviews Completed in 2019: 20

Caribou:
The Aklavik HTC chooses their best
caribou hunters to be ABEKS
interviewees. Body condition is
reported by season. It is interesting
to see how body condition changes
throughout the year and with the size
of the herd.
"The population is 220,000 strong" Aklavik Inuvialuit interviewee, 2019
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Berries
Most berry pickers (85%) met their
needs in 2019. Pickers commented
that the berries were very abundant
in some places.
"They're growing like apples" Aklavik Inuvialuit interviewee, 2019

FORT MCPHERSON
Total Interviews Completed Since Project Start: 884
Total Interviews Completed in 2019: 20

Berries:
Most of the berry pickers in
Fort McPherson are women.
Some meet their needs
through sharing. Overall, berry
pickers said the berries were
good in some places but not
others and they had to go up
the highway to find a good
patch. They also noted that the
season for picking is changing.
"Maybe extend later in the
fall-No frost till October."
-Fort McPherson interviewee,
2019
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Game birds:
Most interviewees reported
seeing less birds overall.
People who hunt for
waterfowl said they saw
fewer ducks but more geese
and swans.
"[There are] less birds now. I
miss their beautiful singing."
-Fort McPherson
interviewee, 2019

Fish:
Fort McPherson
interviewees said the fish
run was too early this
year, beginning in early
June instead of late June.
They reported seeing
more salmon than usual.
Overall, people were able
to meet their needs for
fish.

INUVIK INUVIALUIT
Total Interviews Completed Since Project Start: 330
Total Interviews Completed in 2019: 20
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Fish:

Game birds:

Inuvik Inuvialuit had a good fishing
year in 2019. Coney, jackfish and
burbot were the most commonly
caught fish. People fished to feed 8
people on average and as many as 30.

Most Inuvik Inuvialuit interviewees
reported seeing less game birds this
year. Just over half of people who
hunted for birds were able to meet
their needs.

INUVIK GWICH'IN
Total Interviews Completed Since Project Start: 255
Total Interviews Completed in 2019: 20

Berries:
Most interviewees reported
that 2019 was a good year for
berries but it depended where
you went picking.
"Picked Cranberry right till
October, Cranberries grew
larger toward the end of
September, rather than the
first few weeks of
September."
- Inuvik Gwich'in interviewee,
2019
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Fish:
Inuvik Gwich'in interviewees
caught whitefish, crooked
back, coney, arctic char, lake
trout, salmon, jackfish, burbot
and herring in 2019. Some
people commented that there
were more salmon than usual.
"Too much salmon, less
whitefish at East Whitefish
Station camp."
Inuvik Gwich'in interviewee,
2019

Caribou:
Of those that did hunt, most
(94%) did not meet their needs.
Most of those that did not meet
their needs did not say why but
the most common response was
because they were too far away.
"Hardly any caribou. Went to
look on the Dempster Highway,
but the caribou was really far
off the road, so could not get
any."
- Inuvik Gwich'in interviewee,
2019

OLD CROW, GWITCHIN
Total Interviews Completed Since Project Start: 1015
Total Interviews Completed in 2019: 20

Berries:
Most interviewees said that
the berries were very good in
2019. Some people meet their
needs through sharing and
trading with other harvesters.
"Berries were early this year.
But very good shape and big."
- Vuntut Gwitchin interviewee,
2019
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Game birds:
Most interviewees did not
hunt for game birds this year,
but of those who did, most met
their needs. Many reported
that the bird migrations are
changing.
"Patterns change. Ducks take
off and don't come back [so
they're] hard to hunt"
-Vuntut Gwitchin interviewee,
2019

Caribou:
Most Vuntut Gwitchin
interviewees hunt caribou if
they have a chance to. However,
almost all hunters say the
caribou are not coming around
Old Crow anymore. Hunters
have to travel very far to meet
their needs which, combined
with the price of gas, prevents
some from going out.
"Never seen much in couple
years not like long ago."
- Vuntut Gwitchin interviewee,
2019

TSIIGEHTCHIC, GWICH'IN
Total Interviews Completed Since Project Start: 422
Total Interviews Completed in 2019: 17

Berries:
60 % if interviewees from
Tsiigehtchic picked berries this
year and just over half were
able to meet their needs. Most
people said the berries were
not good around Tsiigehtchic
and picking mostly happened
up the Dempster Highway.
"[It was] too dry this year, not
enough humidity so the
berries had poor growth."
- Tsiigehtchic Gwich'in
interviewee, 2019
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Fish:
Most interviewees in
Tsiigehtchic went fishing this
year and were able to meet
their needs.
People caught whitefish,
crooked back, coney, arctic
char, salmon, grayling, jackfish
and burbot. Whitefish and
crooked back were the most
commonly caught fish.

Caribou:
40% of Tsiigehtchic
interviewees went hunting for
caribou this year. Of those, 60%
were able to meet their needs.
Those who did not meet their
needs say that was largely due
to how far they were from
town. Distance and the cost of
gas prevents people from
hunting.
Some interviewees say there
were fewer and some say there
were more caribou this year.
The difference is likely because
some are able to get out farther
on the land than others.

MAMMAL ABUNDANCE
ABEKS communities have been documenting changes in abundance of mammals, for many
species since 1996. These graphs show how interviewee answers to the question, "did you
see more, the same or less (mammals) than usual", changes over time.
The index is created using a weighed average.
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MAMMAL ABUNDANCE CONT.
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MAMMAL ABUNDANCE CONT.
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CARIBOU DATA

Each year, ABEKS submits information from the annual survey to the Porcupine Caribou
Management Board for consideration at their annual harvest meetings. Information about
abundance, meeting needs and body condition is of particular importance.
Here is a summary of data submitted in February 2020 from the 2019 survey season. For
the full presentation, please visit arcticborderlands.org/documents
The survey question used to make this graph
is, "would you say there are more, less or
about the same amount of caribou in your
area in the past year?"
In 2019, all communities reported seeing
about the same amount of caribou as usual.
These indexes can be combined to look at
abundance across the range. (See mammals
section.)

Aklavik Inuvialuit hunters had the most
success getting caribou AND meeting their
caribou needs in 2019. Old Crow Gwitchin
hunters got some caribou but fewer were
able to meet their full needs. Most other
communities did not have as much access.

The most common reason for not hunting
caribou ion 2019 was their location.
Interviewees report the migration route is
changing and many communities have to
travel far to find caribou. The cost of gas also
prevents people from reaching the caribou.
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CARIBOU DATA CONT.

Abnormalities can be an indicator of the
overall condition of the herd. They may also
appear if there are contaminants in the
environment.
In 2019, interviewees who harvested
caribou reported very few abnormalities.
Cysts and sores were the most common
abnormalities reported, but occured in very
low numbers.

Don Russell has been working with the co-op
from the beginning. Some of his research looks
at the effect of climate on the condition of the
herd. Here is a summary of his work with co-op
caribou data from 2010-2019.
•2019 was a “normal” year in respect to caribou
body condition, except lower condition indices
in the fall.
•Low fall body condition relates to lower
probability of pregnancy.
•As the Co-op dataset expands we can look at
how extremes in body condition could relate to
climate.
•In 2014 example very high freezing rain conditions in late fall early winter.
•Over 10 years the data shows a strong relationship between fall body condition and freezing rain.
•In 2015 adult cow mortality was the lowest in 11 years - related to high freezing rain, lower fall condition
the previous years?
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WE WISH TO ACKNOWLEDGE, WITH GRATITUDE,
SUPPORT FROM THE FOLLOWING FUNDERS, PARTNERS
AND SUPPORTERS:
Funders:
Government of Northwest Territories Implementation Funds
Khehłòk Eenjit Gwichìt, Gwich'in Renewable Resources Board
Government of Canada
Indigenous Community Based Climate Monitoring Program
Parks Canada
Partners:
Nihtat Gwich’in Renewable Resource Council
Ehdiitat Renewable Resource Council
Aklavik Hunters and Trappers Committee
Tetlit Gwich’in Renewable Resource Council
Inuvik Hunters and Trappers Committee
North Yukon Renewable Resource Council
Gwichya Gwich’in Renewable Resource Council
Tuktoyaktuk Hunters and Trappers Committee
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